
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

29 August 2019 

 
 
 

NOTICE OF MEETING 
 
 
 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN in accordance with Section 87 of the Local Government Act 1999 

that a Strategic Directions Committee meeting of the City of Onkaparinga will be held 

on Tuesday 3 September 2019 at 7pm at the Council Chamber at the Civic Centre, 
Ramsay Place, Noarlunga Centre for the purpose of considering the items included on the 
attached agenda. 

 
 

We recognise that the land on which we meet has considerable natural and cultural 
heritage, including thousands of years of traditional ownership by Kaurna. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Mark Dowd 
Chief Executive Officer 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer:  Please note that the contents of the Committee Agendas have yet to be considered by the Committee and 
recommendations contained herein may be altered or changed by the Committee or Council in the process of formally making 
decisions of Council. 

 

 

    

City of Onkaparinga 

PO Box 1  
Noarlunga Centre 
South Australia 5168 
www.onkaparingacity.com 

Noarlunga office 

Ramsay Place 
Noarlunga Centre 
Ph: 8384 0666 
Fax: 8382 8744 

Aberfoyle Park office 

The Hub 
Aberfoyle Park 
Ph 8384 0666 
Fax: 8270 1155 

Willunga office 

St Peters Terrace 
Willunga 
Ph: 8384 0666 
Fax: 08 8556 2641 

Woodcroft office 

175 Bains Road 
Morphett Vale 
Ph: 8384 0666 
Fax: 08 8556 2641 

 

Contact for apologies:  Sue Hammond 
ph:  8384 0747 
email: sue.hammond@onkaparinga.sa.gov.au 

 

Contact number for meeting venue: 8384 0614 
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City of Onkaparinga 

Agenda for the Strategic Directions Committee meeting 

to be held on 3 September 2019 

 

Venue: :
: 

Council Chamber, Civic Centre 

Ramsay Place, Noarlunga Centre 

 
 

 

Meeting commenced: :  

   

Present: :  

   

Apologies: :  

   

Leave of absence: :  

   

Absent: :  
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1. Opening of meeting 7 

2. Confirmation of minutes 7 

3. Adjourned business 7 

4. Chairperson’s report 7 

5. Presentations 7 

6. Deputations 7 

6.1 Local issues – Port Noarlunga – Daniel Platten 7 

6.2 Wearing Street Aquatic and Arts Precinct – Anne Marks and Maureen Ritchie 7 

7. Reports of officers 9 

7.1 Murray Darling Association Membership 2019-20 9 

7.2 Sports Assets Levels of Service 13 

7.3 LGA circular procurement pilot project 19 

7.4 Council and Committee Reporting Schedule 27 

8. Questions on notice 31 

9. Motions 31 

10. Petitions 31 

11. Urgent business 31 

12. Confidential items 31 

13. Closure 31 
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1. Opening of meeting 

 

 

2. Confirmation of minutes 

Recommendation 

That the minutes of the proceedings of the Strategic Directions Committee 
meeting held on 6 August 2019 be received and confirmed as an accurate record 

of those proceedings. 

 

 

3. Adjourned business 

Nil. 

 

 

4. Chairperson’s report 

Nil. 

 

 

5. Presentations 

Nil. 

 

 

6. Deputations 

6.1 Local issues – Port Noarlunga – Daniel Platten 

6.2 Wearing Street Aquatic and Arts Precinct – Anne Marks and Maureen 
Ritchie 
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7. Reports of officers 

7.1 Murray Darling Association Membership 2019-20   
H2 

This is an update on a previously reported subject, concept or issue. 

Manager: Daniel Jellings, Manager Strategic Futures 

Contact Number: 8384 0618 

 

 

1. Purpose 

Following consideration at its meeting on 20 August 2019, Council requested a 
review of the costs and benefits of its membership to the Murray Darling 
Association. This report presents the findings of this review. 

 

2. Recommendations 

1. That the Strategic Directions Committee agrees to cancel council’s 
membership to the Murray Darling Association. 

OR 

2. That the Strategic Directions Committee recommends to Council that it 

renews its membership to the Murray Darling Association for 2019-20 and 
resolve the operational funding shortfall through redistribution of 

operating surplus in the next Quarterly Budget Review. 

 

3. Background 

The City of Onkaparinga has maintained a membership of the Murray Darling 
Association (MDA) for a number of years.  

Established in 1944, the MDA is a membership-based, peak representative 
organisation representing local government and communities across the Murray 
Darling Basin. It exists to provide effective representation of local government and 
communities at state and federal level in the management of Basin resources by: 

 providing information 

 facilitating debate  

 seeking to influence government policy. 

The MDA works to achieve this by advocating on behalf of Basin communities, 
maximising local knowledge and expertise, acting as a ‘two-way conduit’ for 
information and discussion between communities and governments, exploring 
options to achieve sound solutions to regional issues, and being an educational 
resource for the Basin. 

There are 11 regions in the association, and Onkaparinga forms part of Region 7, 
which has these key issues identified in its 2016-2019 Strategic Plan: 

 Availability and quality of water available to the metro area – based on 
conditions impacting the balance of shandy of Mt Lofty catchment resource 
with water from the river system.  
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 Economic confidence within the metro area driven by rural and regional 
conditions. 

 Opportunity for contribution of urban and metro development of water saving 
and management technologies that can benefit rural basin communities.  

 Understanding the trigger points and conditions for the effective use of the 
desalination plant. 

(click here to access more information from the MDA’s website) 

Mayor Thompson and Cr Eaton are Council liaisons for the MDA. Staff members 
generally do not participate in association activities.  

Staff recommended that Council cancel its membership to the association in 2014 
as part of a comprehensive review of corporate memberships (See agenda and 
minutes item 7.2 of Strategic Directions Committee meeting of 25 March 2014).  

At the time it was believed that the cost was not commensurate to the value that 
the association provided directly to Onkaparinga, with the focus of the association 
directed towards councils adjoining the River Murray and/or with a greater stake in 
the affairs of the Murray Darling catchment. 

However, this recommendation was not supported by Council, and we have 
maintained the membership until this year when we received a membership invoice 
for over twice the annual amount payable since 2014, prompting the matter to be 
reviewed again. 

While Onkaparinga, like the rest of Greater Adelaide, benefits from the water 
supplied by the river and has a vested interest in the proper management of the 
catchment, in a fiscally constrained environment, council must consider whether the 
cost is commensurate with the value achieved by our ratepayers. 

 

4. Financial Implications 

The invoice for renewal is $6681 (ex GST) for the 2019-20 financial year. This is 
significantly higher than our standard membership rate, which was negotiated at 
$3168 for last financial year (ex GST).  

The cost difference is unaccounted for in the operating budget and would need to 
be resolved through redirection of operating surplus in the next available Quarterly 
Budget Review.  

 

5. Risk and Opportunity Management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Council is not seen to 
be supporting the 
proper management of 
the Murray Darling 
Basin if the 
membership is 
cancelled. 

Cancelling the membership will save council nearly 
$7000 per annum. Cancelling the membership is not 
an indication of a lack of support for the 
management of the basin but rather a pragmatic 
consideration of the value and return to its 
constituents. 

https://www.mda.asn.au/regions/region-7.aspx
https://www.onkaparingacity.com/Council/Council-and-Committees/Agendas-and-Minutes/Strategic-Directions-Committee-meetings?dlv_CoO%20CL%20Public%20Meetings%20-%20SDC=(dd_OC%20Year=2014)
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Opportunity 

Identify Maximising the opportunity 

Maintain the 
membership 

Maintain the membership will send a strong message 
of support to the association and the important work 
that it delivers. It will continue to provide an 
opportunity for committee work and representation 
from elected members. It will provide access to 
information concerning the management of the 
basin. 
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7.2 Sports Assets Levels of Service   
8.  

This is an update on a previously reported subject, concept or issue 

Manager: Matthew Morrissey, Manager Assets and Technical Services 

Report Author: Terra Lea Ranson, Manager Community Capacity 

Contact Number: 8384 0114 

Attachments: 1. Elected Member Workshop Outcomes Summary (3 pages) 

 

 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of the information provided at 
the elected member session held 6 August 2019 relating to identification of 
priorities that need to be considered by staff when developing levels of service for 
our sports assets. It seeks approval of the next steps’ presented at the session. 

 

2. Recommendations 

1. That the Strategic Directions Committee confirms the outcomes of the Sport 
Assets Levels of Service elected member workshop detailed in attachment 1 

to the agenda report. 

2. That the Strategic Directions Committee approves the next steps below: 

a. Work undertaken to develop Levels of Service for our Sports Assets 

aligns with the priorities identified by Elected Members. 

b. Engagement with the Southern Sports Recreation Surf Life Saving and 

City of Onkaparinga Forum regarding the levels of service for sports 
assets. 

c. Elected member workshop/s to further clarify priorities for Levels of 

Service for our Sports Assets. 

 

3. Background 

The objective of the workshop was for elected members to identify priorities that 
need to be considered by staff when developing levels of service for our sports 
assets. Levels of service identify what Council will support and what the community 
receives. They are an agreed standard of what will be provided.  

The session included: 

 an update about the work planned to be undertaken to review our Sport and 
Active Recreation Strategic Management plan 2014-19  

 a summary of the key changes impacting on the provision of sporting assets 

including: 

 the number of juniors and females participating in several sports is 

increasing 

 our Clubs are trying to understand how sporting facility projects are 

prioritised  
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 at all three levels of government health is becoming a driver for supporting 

sport with a focus on increasing physical activity  

 the priority is grass roots sports which is defined as being organised sport 

practised at the local level by amateur sportspeople, and sport for all 

 many of the peak sporting bodies are setting facility standards for all levels 

of sport including grass roots and are saying we need core playing facilities 
as priorities to meet demand. 

 A workshop where elected members: 

 confirmed priorities for sports asset provision identified by in an elected 

member survey 

 articulated what ‘good condition’ for a sport asset is 

 identified the information they require to be confident in setting levels of 

service 

 ranked their priorities for funding sports assets 

 ranked the barriers to participation to physical activity 

 discussed our support of community owned sporting facilities. 

Workshop outcomes are detailed in attachment 1. 

Background information containing documentation relevant to the review of the 
Sports and Active Recreation Strategic Management plan 2014-19 was provided to 
attendees prior to the workshop. 

Summary of Outcomes 

In summary, the establishment of Levels of Service was supported by elected 
members noting that this will provide transparency around decision making for our 
Clubs and inform the development of a Sports Assets capital works program.  

Elected members described ‘good condition’ of facilities as safe, fit for purpose and 
well maintained facilities, that levels of service be informed by participation, usage, 
asset data, trends in sport and active recreation and the sporting codes’ facility 
standards, that we prioritise playing facilities and clubrooms to meet demand for 
sport, that infrastructure that is unwelcoming, in poor quality and location are 
barriers to participation and that there are many financial and social benefits for 
council supporting community owned facilities. 

Next Steps 

Development of Sports Assets Levels of Service 

Levels of service will be developed for our sports assets to provide practical 
assessment for determining the size, quality and level of facilities we will support 
based on the sport, level of competition, usage and other considerations. Formal 
approval of these Levels of Service will be sought through reports to the Strategic 
Directions Committee.  

Engagement with Southern Sports Recreation Surf Life Saving and City of 
Onkaparinga Forum 

Staff, Cr Eaton and Cr Jamieson met with the forum on Monday 12 August. Forum 
members expressed an interest in completing a survey and participating in a 
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workshop regarding their perception of priorities for the provision of our Sports 
Assets. Staff will distribute the survey prior to the workshop to be held on 
9 September 2019. Outcomes of the workshop will be communicated with elected 
members through an engagement report. 

Future workshops  

Further consideration and workshopping is required to unpack funding models for 
council owned facilities, potential support for commercial groups and support for 
community owned sports grounds. 

 

4. Financial Implications 

There are no financial implications of this report. 

 

5. Risk and Opportunity Management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Council does not meet 
the sporting and active 
recreation needs of its 
communities now and 
into the future. 

Establish Levels of Service for Sports Assets that 
consider community sport and active recreation 
needs. 

Council cannot afford 
the sports assets levels 
of service 

A costed Sports Asset Work Plan will be developed to 
determine capital and ongoing council funding and 
how this aligns with the Long Term Financial Plan 

 

Opportunity 

Identify Maximising the opportunity 

Improve outcomes for 
our communities 
through effective Sport 
Asset planning. 

Develop a Sports Asset Work plan that considers 
community need, funding models and aligns with 
elected member priorities/levels of service.   

 

Increase in 
participation in physical 
activity and improve 
well – being of our 
community members. 

Research demand, supply and gaps so we can 
maximise our investment in new or upgraded 
sporting infrastructure. 
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Attachment 1
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7.3 LGA circular procurement pilot project   
H2 

This is an update on a previously reported subject, concept or issue. 

Manager: Daniel Jellings, Manager Strategic Futures 

Report Author: Ben Calder, Senior Strategic Planner   

Contact Number: 8384 0686 

Attachments: 1. Commitments for pilot project councils (3 pages) 

 

1. Purpose 

This report provides an update on our involvement in the Local Government 
Association (LGA) pilot project to increase the procurement of recycled materials by 
councils. 

 

2. Recommendations 

That the Strategic Directions Committee: 

1. Confirms our involvement in the Local Government Association’s Circular 
Procurement Pilot Project and the commitments for participating councils, 

as outlined in attachment 1 of the agenda report. 

2. Be provided with regular updates on outcomes achieved though the Pilot 

Project. 

 

3. Background 

The LGA Circular Procurement Pilot Project has been established to increase the 
procurement of recycled materials by councils. Funding for the pilot has been 
provided by Green Industries SA. We are participating along with eight other 
councils; Adelaide Hills, Burnside, Charles Sturt, Mount Barker, Murray Bridge, 
Norwood, Payneham and St Peters, Port Adelaide Enfield and Prospect.  

The project is a direct response to the current challenges facing the sector in 
providing kerbside recycling services. It is an outcome of the LGA’s “Beyond China 
Sword” forum in June 2018. This focused on ways to support local markets for 
recyclables in response to volatile international commodity markets. The forum 
recognised that government procurement has a critical role in establishing and 
growing local markets for recycled materials. 

Elected Members have been informed of our involvement in the pilot via a number 
of previous reports to Council on waste and recycling related matters, most recently 
on 16 July 2019. 

The LGA and participating councils have identified priorities for the project. The 
initial focus is on the procurement of a number of priority materials and establishing 
systems and processes to measure procurement outcomes (as a precursor to 
targets). The commitments required of participating councils are presented in 
attachment one and summarised below.  

  

https://cianywhere.onkaparinga.sa.gov.au/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=4915576&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
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Commitment for pilot councils 

2019-20  

 Prioritising recycled content via the procurement process for the following 

product types: 

 office stationery/paper  

 fixtures (e.g. street furniture, drinking fountains, bollards, fencing, decking, 

garden edging, planter boxes, fitness equipment, wheel stops, speed humps, 
bins, pipes, signage)  

 road construction materials  

 compost. 

 Reporting to the LGA and publicly on the procurement outcomes for above.  

 Establishing systems and processes to track the ongoing procurement of 
recycled materials.  

From 2020-21   

 The purchase of recycled plastic equivalent to 10 per cent of the weight of 

plastics collected by the council via its kerbside collection system in 2020-21.  

 The target to increase by 10% each subsequent year, reaching 50 per cent in 

2024-2025. 

The LGA has prepared a memorandum of understanding (MoU) that incorporates 
the above commitments. A formal signing ceremony is planned in mid-September 
2019 to promote the pilot. 

The LGA will use outcomes and learnings form the pilot to inform a broader, sector-
wide response.  

Regular updates will be provided to Elected Members on our progress.  

 

4. Financial Implications 

Only minor cost impacts are anticipated in 2019-20 for priority product categories. 
The use of recycled materials for road construction and maintenance is cost 
competitive with virgin materials. Recycled plastic products such as decking and 
street furniture may have higher upfront purchase costs, but these are typically 
offset by reduced maintenance costs over the asset life. 

 

5. Risk and Opportunity Management 

Risk 

Identify Mitigation 

Our targets for the 
procurement of 
recycled plastic not 
achieved. 

The proposed targets do not commence until 
2020-21, allowing time for investigation and 
preparation. 
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Opportunity 

Identify Maximising the opportunity 

Highlighting existing 
achievements 

Involvement in the pilot provides an opportunity to 
both promote and build on achievements through 
events such as the proposed MoU signing ceremony. 
This includes the use of recycled materials in our 
road works (described further below) and products 
made from recycled plastic, including decking and 
street furniture. 

 

Progressing 
implementation of our 
Waste and Recycling 
Strategic Management 
Plan  

Procuring of recycled materials is identified as a 
priority in the plan and the pilot provides a 
mechanism to accelerate implementation. 

Reducing the cost of 
kerbside recycling 
processing 

Generating local markets for recyclables is a key 
strategy for reducing reliance on volatile overseas 
commodity markets. On 9 August 2019 the Council 
of Australian Governments (COAG) announced the 
intent to phase out export of recyclables. 

  

Local economic 
development 
opportunities 
associated with the 
SRWRA MRF proposal 

Creating local demand for recyclables will support 
efforts to encourage the manufacturing of recycled 
products within our city. 

Reducing the impact of 
plastic on the 
environment  

The negative impacts of discarded plastic on the 
marine environment have been known for a number 
of years. However the impacts of micro-plastics, 
arising from the huge volume of plastics produced 
globally each year, is an emerging concern. 
Increasing the proportion of plastic that is recycled is 
likely to form part of any response to this issue. 
  

Alignment with our 
Procurement Policy 

Participation in the pilot aligns with our Procurement 
Policy which states that consideration will be given 
to: 
“products that are made from recycled materials 
and/or minimise the generation of waste to landfill” 

 

6. Additional information 

Our involvement in this project builds on work already underway. In December 
2018, in partnership with Downer, we were the first South Australian council to 
demonstrate the use of asphalt containing soft plastics, glass and toner waste. 

Through our road works program in 2019-20 we anticipate:  

 utilising around 10,000 tonnes of recycled asphalt  
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 undertaking 10 further road reseals with Downer’s Reconophalt (incorporating 
soft plastics, glass and toner waste in addition to recycled asphalt) 

 the use of crumbed rubber from vehicle tyres in a number of applications.  
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Attachment 1
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7.4 Council and Committee Reporting Schedule    
H2 

This is a regular or standard report. 

Manager: Renee Mitchell, Manager Development Services 

Report Author: Jonathan Luke, Team Leader Development Policy 

Contact Number: 8384 0157 

Attachments: 1. Reporting Schedule (3 pages) 

 

 

1. Purpose 

This report provides an update on the work program for Council and Council 
Committees. 

The report may also provide progress reports on other issues being considered by 
the Strategic Directions Committee (the Committee).  Given the broad range of 
issues considered by the Committee, the focus of this report itself will be on 
exception reporting only. 

 

2. Recommendation 

That the Strategic Directions Committee notes the agenda report and Reporting 
Schedule, as shown at attachment 1 to the agenda report. 

 

3. Background 

As the Reporting Schedule is a guide only and subject to change, Members are 
encouraged to utilise the Elected Member website for an up to date version of the 
Reporting Schedule. 
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8. Questions on notice 

Nil. 

 

9. Motions 

Nil. 

 

10. Petitions 

Nil. 

 

11. Urgent business 

 

 

12. Confidential items 

Nil. 

 

 

13. Closure 
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Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form 
CONFLICTS MUST BE DECLARED VERBALLY DURING MEETINGS 

Councillor:  Date: 

Meeting name:  Agenda item no: 

1. I have identified a conflict of interest as: 

MATERIAL ☐    ACTUAL ☐    PERCEIVED ☐ 

MATERIAL: Conflict arises when a councillor or a nominated person will gain a benefit or suffer a loss (whether 

directly or indirectly and whether pecuniary or personal) if the matter is decided in a particular manner. If 
declaring a material conflict of interest, Councillors must declare the conflict and leave the meeting at any time 

the item is discussed. 

ACTUAL: Conflict arises when there is a conflict between a councillor’s interests (whether direct or indirect, 

personal or pecuniary) and the public interest, which might lead to decision that, is contrary to the public 

interest. 

PERCEIVED: Conflict arises in relation to a matter to be discussed at a meeting of council, if a councillor could 

reasonably be taken, from the perspective of an impartial, fair-minded person, to have a conflict of interest in 
the matter – whether or not this is in fact the case. 

 

2. The nature of my conflict of interest is as follows: 

(Describe the nature of the interest, including whether the interest is direct or indirect and personal or pecuniary) 

 

 

 

 

 

3. I intend to deal with my conflict of interest in the following transparent and 
 accountable way: 

☐ I intend to leave the meeting 

 OR 

☐ I intend to stay in the meeting (complete part 4) 

 

4. The reason I intend to stay in the meeting and consider this matter is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 (This section must be filled in. Ensure sufficient detail is recorded of the specific circumstances of your interest.) 

and that I will receive no benefit or detriment direct or indirect, personal or pecuniary from 
considering and voting on this matter. 

CONFLICTS MUST ALSO BE DECLARED VERBALLY DURING MEETINGS 

  

Governance use only: Member voted FOR/AGAINST the motion.  
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Ordinary Business Matters 

A material, actual or perceived Conflict of Interest does not apply to a matter of ordinary business 
of the council of a kind prescribed by regulation. 

The following ordinary business matters are prescribed under Regulation 8AAA of the Local 
Government (General) Regulations 2013. 

(a) the preparation, discussion, conduct, consideration or determination of a review under 
section 12 of the Act  

(b)  the preparation, discussion, adoption or revision of a policy relating to allowances and 
benefits payable to members if the policy relates to allowances and benefits payable 
equally to each member (rather than allowances and benefits payable to particular 
members or particular office holders) 

(c)  the preparation, discussion, adoption or alteration of a training and development policy 
under section 80A of the Act 

(d)  the preparation, discussion, adoption or amendment of a strategic management plan under 
section 122 of the Act  

(e)  the adoption or revision of an annual business plan  

(f)  the adoption or revision of a budget  

(g)  the declaration of rates (other than a separate rate) or a charge with the character of a 
rate, and any preparation or discussion in relation to such a declaration  

(h)  a discussion or decision of a matter at a meeting of a council if the matter—  

(i)  relates to a matter that was discussed before a meeting of a subsidiary or committee 
of the council  

(ii)  the relevant interest in the matter is the interest of the council that established the 
committee or which appointed, or nominated for appointment, a member of the 
board of management of the council subsidiary or regional subsidiary.  

(2)  For the purposes of section 75(3)(b) of the Act, a member of a council who is a member, 
officer or employee of an agency or instrumentality of the Crown (within the meaning of 
section 73(4) of the Act) will not be regarded as having an interest in a matter before the 
council by virtue of being a member, officer or employee. 

Engagement and membership with groups and organisations exemption 

A member will not be regarded as having a conflict of interest actual or perceived in a matter to 
be discussed at a meeting of council by reason only of: 

 an engagement with a community group, sporting club or similar organisation undertaken by 
the member in his or her capacity as a member; or  membership of a political party  

 membership of a community group, sporting club or similar organisation ( as long as the 
member is not an office holder for the group, club or organisation)  

 the member having been a student of a particular school or his or her involvement with a 
school as parent of a student at the school  

 a nomination or appointment as a member of a board of a corporation or other association, if 
the member was nominated for appointment by a Council. 

However, the member will still be required to give careful consideration to the nature of their 
association with the above bodies. Refer Conflict of Interest Guidelines. 

For example: If your only involvement with a group is in your role as a Council appointed liaison 
as outlined in the Council appointed liaison policy, you will not be regarded as having a conflict of 
interest actual or perceived in a matter, and are NOT required to declare your interest. 
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